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HAROLD’S CROSS TIDY TOWNS
GEARING UP FOR 2019 CAMPAIGN

By Emma Curtin

Harold’s Cross residents Kieran Mullarkey and Sinead O’Kane
are looking to kick-start a community wide effort to lead the
village to a Tidy Towns victory in 2019. With the 10th
anniversary of the Community Festival coming up in May
2019 there’s no better time than now to bring about a
renewed sense of community spirit says Kieran Mullarkey,
and having won first place in the All-Island City Villages
category in the 2013 IPB Pride of Place competition we know
well the fantastic things the community can accomplish
when they come together for a good cause.

A community clean-up day is on the cards to bring some
energy to the campaign and encourage people to get
involved, with the real work kicking off in the New Year. On
Saturday October 20th residents of Harold’s Cross are invited
to give an hour of their day to help clean up the village. The
meeting point is at the top of the park near McGowan’s Pub
between 9.45am and 10am. Dublin City Council will be
generously providing all the tidying essentials with gloves,
bags, pickers and shovels all being available for use on the day.
Kieran is hoping to encourage local business to get involved in
the action going forward, giving the village a bit of a facelift in
the process. Kieran wants to give the Tidy Towns effort “some
serious welly” and his plans include painting some of our shop
fronts and planting flowers to bring a renewed splash of colour
to our streets and make the backdrop for the 10th Community
Festival something fabulous. As far as Kieron is concerned It is
all about giving people a sense of ‘pride in their village’ .

Any and all contributions to the clean-up are welcome, so if
you can give an hour or two pop down to the park on October
20th and don a pair of gloves. If you’re interested in getting
involved on an organisational or committee level come along
to the clean-up day and have a chat with Kieran or Sinead. You
can also contact Kieran or Sinead on their email addresses
below. They would particularly love to hear from anyone with
town planning skills or an eye for visualisation, to help in the
planning around shop front improvements and seeing what
we can achieve here in Harold’s Cross to make our little village
even more lovely.
Kieran Mullarkey - kmullarkey@flahavans.com
Sinead O’Kane - sineadokane@gmail.com

2013 Pride of Place Awards

CALL FOR HAROLD’S CROSS RESIDENTS’ RECOMMENDATIONS FOR TRADESMEN REGISTER
We are looking to compile a handy guide of tried and trusted tradesmen in the area. If you
have a plumber, carpenter, electrician or general handyman who you always turn to in your
time of need why not submit them for the register and help ensure your fellow Harold’s Cross
residents are able to get a top notch tradesman when they need one. To submit a name to
the register simply email their details to Kieran Mullarkey at kmullarkey@flahavans.com.

GENERATION Z LOOKS TO HX FOR
VOICES TO SHAPE THE FUTURE
by Eve Shannon

Are you a young person between the ages of 6 and 23 living
in Ireland? Do you want to learn more about the decisions
made daily on your behalf by the Irish government? Are you
interested in making a difference in the future of our society?

The results of polls with over 100 participants will be
forwarded to politicians, ministers and political parties - giving
them an idea of how the future voters of Ireland feel about
these issues.

If the answer is yes, then congratulations - you have the
opportunity to become involved in a brand new movement
entitled Gen Z Ireland. As a member of the so-called
'Generation Z' living here in Harold's Cross, I am seeking out
like-minded young people who have ideas to share and
opinions to express.

We encourage all to take part - no matter what your opinions,
or knowledge of current affairs. This is your opportunity to
create change. So make your voice heard - join the movement.
The future may be ours to inherit, but the present is ours to
impact.

By following our blog, genzireland.blogspot.com, you'll be
given the opportunity to access information on important and
relevant topics, geared towards young people, and you can
even cast your vote in our regular polls!

Website - genzireland.blogspot.com
Twitter - @GenZIreland
Instagram - @genzireland

Follow us social media:

SCOUTING OUT THE NEW
MOUNT ARGUS HALL
By Anna Henderson

Steeped in history, the Mount Argus Scout Hall was
originally

built

from

left

over

granite

from

the

neighbouring Mount Argus Parish Church. The dwelling
was used to teach Irish language lessons by Mrs.
Margaret Pearse mother of Pádraig Pearse, before
becoming the community Scout hall.
The current 45th Mount Argus Scout Unit was founded on
the 9th September 1929 by Rev. Fr. Cronin C.P. with Mr.
William Foley as the Scoutmaster. The scout troop had

As the troop continues to grow, the Mount Argus Hall requires

previously existed for a number of years as an independent

a facelift to provide a new and modern meeting place for

troop of "Baden Powell" scouts. However, in 1929 the unit

those using the facility. After a devastating theft of over €20k

received its official charter and its unit number. The current

worth of equipment from their shipping unit three years ago,

Mount Argus Hall is home to Beaver Scouts (aged 6-8), Cub

the new Mount Argus Scout Hall will incorporate a storage

Scouts (aged 9-11), Scouts (aged 12-15) and Ventures (aged

room so that the invaluable scouting equipment can be kept

15-17).

securely.

Although still taking part in ‘traditional’ scouting activities

In line with the proposed Mount Argus Mill development of 180

such as camping and cooking, 45th Scout troop continues to

residential units to the rear of the building, the scouts believed

move with the changing times in the 21st century. The

it was the perfect opportunity to upgrade their facilities also.

scouting programme has been adapted to suit the present
day using computers, mobile phones and whatever other
forms of modern technology they can access.

Planning permission was granted on September 10th, which
includes the demolition of the existing single storey extension,
the construction of a new single storey extension, removal of

Speaking to 45th Mount Argus Scout Leader Robert Lahiff,

one of the trees to the front of the property, as well as

he explains the activities the scouts take part in:

associated site works.

“Anything and everything! From camping, cooking and

The approved plans submitted to Dublin City Council can be

working for yourself, to being able to make their own lunches
and working as a team.”

seen in full below:

Robert also tells of a recent eight day camping trip where 20
scouts from the 45th Mount Argus scouts took part in
JamboRÍ. The troop partnered up with 15 scouts from
Denmark at the annual worldwide Scouting Jamboree 2018
meeting with 4,000 international scouts that took place in
Stradbally, Co. Laois.

Love the idea of new adventures and
outdoor pursuits? Looking to give
back to your community? Whether you
were previously a scout or new to the
organisation, the 45th Mount Argus
Scout unit are looking for adult
volunteers to support their growing
troop. This is the ideal opportunity for
local adults to get involved.
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For more information, please email mountargusscouts@gmail.com
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“MINI-MOTORWAY” ON HISTORIC
VILLAGE ROAD IS “UNACCEPTABLE”
Lower Kimmage Road is “a community not a corridor”, meeting told. “Illogical” proposals
threaten safety, pollution, destruction and house price plunges - By Xpress reporter
The destruction of a historic road in Harold’s Cross under a
€2 billion euro masterplan to overhaul Dublin’s bus services
is “completely unacceptable” and “illogical”, two prominent
TDs have declared.
Fine Gael’s Kate O’Connell and Fianna Fail’s Jim O’Callaghan
told a public meeting that proposals to construct a high-speed
bus corridor on the Lower Kimmage Road in Harold’s Cross
won’t work. Under the BusConnects plan, commissioned from
US transport consultant Jarrett Walker by the National
Transport Authority (NTA), current bus route numbers are to
be scrapped for a new lettering system.
Seven high-volume routes through the city would be lettered
A to G and have buses running every four to eight minutes as
well as taxis on the so-called “core corridors”, according to Mr
Jarrett’s proposals.
One of those core corridors would be the proposed “F” route,
which would run along a section of the Lower Kimmage Road,
a relatively narrow and winding residential road made up
predominantly of Edwardian houses built more than a century
ago. Homes along the road are among the 1,300 city-wide
which are earmarked by the NTA for compulsory purchase
orders for the removal of gardens and parking.
More than 300 residents turned out at a meeting earlier this
month to protest. Organisers said the plan was tantamount to
a “mini-motorway” dividing the neighbourhood.
Scores of speakers took to their feet to vent their upset and
anger over planned restriction of access to their homes as well
as road safety fears for children and elderly, noise and air
pollution, the destruction of trees and greenery and significant
house price drops. “This is a community not a corridor,” said
one resident, Joan Moore, to applause. Ms O’Connell told
them: “I walked down the Lower Kimmage Road myself
yesterday and it is clear to me that this is completely
unacceptable - the level of impact on the homes.” The Dublin
Bay South TD urged residents to send the NTA a “very clear
message coming from the community that this is not
acceptable.” “This to me seems like a very academic design
rather than a consultative design,” she said.
Vowing to support residents in their “action against” the plan,
she added: “Obviously, I recognise that the bus service must
be improved but not to the detriment of communities.” Mr
O’Callaghan said: “I think it is an illogical proposal.” He added:
“I wonder whether the people who come up with these
proposals ever came out onto the Lower Kimmage Road to
have a look at what type of road, in fact, it is. It is clearly
unsuitable to put in three or four lanes on the Lower Kimmage
Road and that is a message that needs to be got through to
the people who are making this decision.” The Bus Connects
plan overall is a “hugely sensitive issue and there is huge
opposition to it”, said Mr O’Callaghan. “I believe the NTA and
Dublin Bus are surprised at the level of opposition to it,” he
told the meeting.

The Fianna Fail frontbencher said the NTA had already
changed their mind in relation to bus routes in Sandymount
after submissions from residents there. “There has to be the
same in respect for the Lower Kimmage Road,” he added. Mr
O’Callaghan said he had put a submission into the NTA
opposing plans to transform the section of Lower Kimmage
Road into a bus corridor. “I think it is inappropriate to change
the Lower Kimmage Road in the way that is being proposed,”
he said. “A number of years ago the word Nimbyism came into
Irish political culture - there is nothing wrong with objecting to
issues that affect you. Not just in your back yard, but here in
your front yard. You should not be shy about putting in an
objection on the basis that you want to preserve your gardens
and you think it is inappropriate to convert this road into a
very busy bus corridor.”
Mr O’Callaghan said he would challenge Minister for Transport
Shane Ross on the plan. “It is important that we see a political
face to this, because sometimes for important decisions in this
country, people hide behind statutory bodies, whether it is the
HSE or policing authorities or, in this instance, the NTA,” he
said, adding the plan can not happen ”without government
funding.” He said: “It is important that before it moves to the
next stage people are aware there are extraordinary levels of
opposition to what they are proposing to do on the Lower
Kimmage Road.”
Anne Feeney, Fine Gael councillor, said Dublin is “an historic
city and the model that the NTA came up with is for a grid-like
system, as in the US or wherever, where you have wide
thoroughfares.” “We have to come up with solutions, but they
have to be solutions that make life better for people in
neighbourhoods as well as for commuters, and not simply for
commuters from outlying districts,” she said.
Tony McDermott, of the umbrella residents organisation
Harold’s Cross Village Community Council (HCVCC), said
more than a decade of work had gone into reuniting Harold’s
Cross, after years of being carved up by electoral constituency
boundaries, administrative districts, school catchment and
postal code areas.
“The last thing we need now is another major corridor splitting
up our community,” he said. “We want Harold’s Cross to be a
place for people to live, for families to know each other, and
one of the outcomes of having corridors and major roads is
that it makes it difficult for people to move and to meet in the
community.”

TODDLERS UP AND RUNNING

A much-loved local parents and toddlers group is
back after the summer break.

The get-together takes place at Evergreen Hall in Terenure (adjacent to
the car park) every Saturday morning from 10am to 12 noon. Organiser
Gemma Cosgrave, from Harold's Cross, says it is suitable for walkers to
three-year-olds and all are welcome. There is a three euro charge for
admission to cover costs. “The Thursday group should be up and
running again soon too,” says Gemma.

WILL BENEFITS OUTWEIGH NUISANCE?
Writing for the Xpress, Jarrett Walker, the US-based transit designer behind the
controversial BusConnects plan, says it will get people to more places in less time.
When people hear that their bus routes might change,
the first response is usually alarm. People are used to
their bus routes, and may have planned their lives around
them. A change to the bus network requires people to
change how they do things, and it’s rational to wonder if
the benefits will outweigh the nuisance.

The new network is also simpler. Today, to go from the city
centre to Harold’s Cross, you take 9, 16, 49 or 54a. You may be
used to this pile of numbers, but it’s hard to learn, remember,
and explain. In the new network, to go from the city centre to
Harold’s Cross or Kimmage, just take any bus whose number
starts with F.

So what does the propose bus network plan mean for Harold’s
Xpress readers? It means more service, to take you more
places faster, so that you have more choices and opportunities
in your life.

The F buses all go as far as Kimmage and then branch out: F1
and F2 go towards Perrystown, while F3 goes toward Crumlin
and Greenhills. It takes a moment to learn the new system, but
once you’ve learned it, it’s simpler.

For example, from the junction of Kimmage Road Lower and
Larkfield Avenue, the plan means that you can get to 28%
more useful places in 30 minutes (counting waiting time) all
day. Those places include St James’s Hospital, Heuston
Station, Christ Church, and the Baggot Street area. New
destinations you can reach in 45 minutes (counting the wait)
include St Vincent’s Hospital, Mater Hospital and parts of the
Docklands.

Will you have to change buses? All of the Harolds Xpress area
will still have a direct bus to the city within 400m. Across all of
Dublin, about 8% of existing riders have to change to reach the
city, but because buses (and trains) come more often, even
they often reach their destinations sooner.

Those are the numbers for one point in Kimmage, but if you go
to busconnects.ie, and click “interactive map,” you can look up
this information for any point in Dublin. At busconnects.ie
you’ll also find brochures and reports explaining the plan, and
detailed maps showing all the proposed routes and
frequencies.

Finally, you may have heard of plans to create bus lanes along
some roads. That is a different and unrelated project, which
the NTA will present to the public later this year. Kimmage
Road Lower, for example, already has frequent bus service, so
a future discussion of the road won’t be affected by this bus
network plan, one way or the other.
The NTA needs to hear from you about this proposal for where
the buses go, and how often. There is plenty of misinformation
out there, so please go to busconnects.ie to explore the plan.
Then, we want to know what you think.
Jarrett can be reached via Twitter @humantransit.

Petition gone in cab
Paddy Glynn, of Lower Kimmage Road, setting off to the
headquarters of the National Transport Agency to deliver a
petition of 2,200 names against proposals to construct a
high-volume bus corridor along the residential road.

VILLAGE TEAM
RE-ELECTED AT AGM
The Annual General Meeting of the Harold’s
Cross Village Community Council CLG took
place on Monday, Oct 1 - BY XPRESS REPORTER
Among the issues discussed were the BusConnects
proposals, planning and developments, the Tidy Towns
project, schools at the greyhound stadium, acquisition
of Rosary Hall and Park, Festival 2019, the Harold’s
Xpress, derelict sites including the Classic Cinema, and
Dublin City Council support.
The existing management team were unanimously
re-elected. Organisers thanked all who were able to
attend, especially elected representatives Cllrs Ruairi
McGinley, Mary Freehill, Patrick Costello, Anne Feeney
and Senator Kevin Humphreys.

THE DAYS OF SAMMY SALMON AND
TIPSY CAKES IN HAROLD’S CROSS
In an exclusive extract from his memoir, local author and historian Maurice Curtis looks
back at the village shops and emporiums which made up an entire universe during his
childhood...
By the closing decades of the twentieth century Harold’s
Cross was a thriving and contented village, with shops
stretching from Robert Emmet Bridge to the Kenilworth
CInema and beyond. As young children growing up in the
1970’s, the number of shops in Harold’s Cross delighted
us no end and we regarded it as an Aladdin’s Cave on
our doorstep. There were butchers, drapers, shoemakers,
bakeries, bicycle shops, grocers, sweet shops, a post office,
chemists, hardware shops, pubs and everything besides.
Starting at the bridge we had O’Looney’s Irish House Pub and
going by the antics of some of its customers at closing time, it
was a very appropriate name, we decided. Around the corner
from it on the main road we had the Salmon Barber. Even
before we entered this establishment we had our suspicions,
particularly with the barber’s name, Samuel Salmon, known to
all as Sammy. He looked like Elvis’s younger brother with his
slick, jet-black, oil-polished hair. His name was a complete
distraction, reminding us of the salmon leap, the Grand Canal,
the zoo, going up to the River Dodder or eating fish on
Fridays. How could a man be called after a fish? Despite this
ongoing quandary, we were despatched there regularly for our
‘short back and sides, please’. The briskish barber used to
whisk out a plank when it came to our turn. Across the
armrests of the chair it rested and up we’d climb to admire
ourselves in the mirror. Meanwhile, with a quick flick of his
wrist, he bedecked us with a magic white cloak tied gently at
our necks. Oh, we felt important! We liked the feel of the
shortened hair at the nape of our necks after the visit. It felt
bristly, sharp, rigid and tough. Like ourselves.
Next door was Delaney’s cycle shop, ‘mending bikes since
1917’, and, going on the time we sometimes had to wait, it
seemed to us as if they were still mending bikes from that time.
In fact, nothing had changed since the old days. The bare
floorboards were oil saturated to slippery and dirty black with
little gaps and cracks between them. We liked that as we were
able to peer down into the basement, full or old oil lamps or
bicycles awaiting repair since 1917. Maybe some were
uncollected by the long-deceased customers who had
abandoned all hope of dying in the saddle. There they were,
High Nellies, Penny Farthings and the old trusty Raleigh’s, all
lined up, going nowhere. Peeping down was always the first
thing we did when we went into the shop. It felt dangerous, as
if we were on a precipice looking down into the chasm. While
waiting for our bikes, we also spent a lot of time looking at
ourselves in the huge old mirror inside the door.
There were many grocery shops along the main road as this
was the time when self-service supermarkets were only
starting to emerge. Consequently, we had Sweeny’s at the
Bridge and Sweeney’s across the road from the Hospice for
the Dying. Brian Sweeney used to partake in the famous Liffey
Swim and we were always in awe of him. We had many
favourite shops.

The Beehive newsagents, down past the hospice, and Ma
Ryan’s across the road, doubling as the local post office. Ma
Ryan’s was the best sweet shop around and we went in there
every day to be served by two sisters, both known as Ma Ryan.
That they both shared the same name didn’t bother us as we
were never served by both at the same time and we never
could tell the difference anyway. They were two stout elderly
ladies and as I became older I felt sorry for them having
waddle away from their nice warm kitchen behind the shop
just to come out and sell me Clipso Bars, Rolo, bags of toffee
chocolates, Bull’s Eyes, Aniseed (Nancy) balls, Gobstoppers or
Acid Drops. All were served in little white bags and perfect for
carrying. Sometimes we bought lemon curd pies called
Lemmy Jammy’s. We loved the tang.
There were many shops in the village itself including Cooney’s,
Healy’s and Gowran’s, all family grocers. Gowran’s also had a
separate pork butcher across the road and beside a general
butcher, Farren’s. Farren’s on a Sunday morning had chickens
barbecuing in big glass cookers. We used to go along and
loiter outside, just for the sheer pleasure of the succulent
aroma wafting out. We never got to taste them. Next door was
P.J. Kilmartin’s bookmakers, a real den of iniquity for the local
corner boys and long-retired corner boys. They had ‘Turf
Accountants’ beside the name, which totally confused us as
we couldn’t establish a link between bogs and bookies.
Marguerite’s, next door, was a ladies’ drapery shop which I had
the misfortune to visit regularly. Not to buy anything, but to
call for a pal of mine, known as Four Eyes. Another of the lads
lived above and behind The Magnet newsagents. The Magnet
was true to its name and regularly drew us in. It was owned by
a small, fat, genial man called Fred Hand. We just needed
sweets and comics and always seemed to call in when he was
making himself a fry in the kitchen. Next door was
Concannon’s bakery. This was famous for its ‘Cannon’ or rock
buns, and much else besides.
Next door was Murdock’s hardware, run by the amiable Alex.
Paddy Walsh’s bicycle shop was perched in an ancient
building on the corner, facing the Tree of Knowledge. It’s a
wonder that the locals didn’t give that man grey hair. In fact,
his hair was always black and smart-looking. Not surprising,
since he was also a renowned dancer. We pestered that man
with repairs. He was a very kind and patient man. He had to be
when it came to dealing with RTÉ’s Mike Murphy, who played
a ‘candid camera’ trick on him. Murphy went in looking for a
free bike and tested the patience of the poor man. When he
died, his headstone had a bicycle carved on it in remembrance
of a great character.
Killeen’s motorbike shop was a few doors from Mount Jerome
and was where dreams were made. We loved sitting up on the
BSA’s (for ‘bloody sore arse’ we used to joke) and the
Triumph’s.

Beside Killeen’s was a shoemaker, where we were regularly
had our shoes ‘soled and heeled’. I needed to go in there
frequently, since I seldom had decent brakes on my bike. Often
times a few of the lads would go for a cycle up the Dublin
Mountains, or maybe to visit the notorious Hellfire Club at the
top of Montpelier Hill. Later, we liked to tear down, non-stop,
from the bottom of that hill to the Yellow House Pub at
Rathfarnham. I used my shoes as brakes all the way down.
‘Burning rubber’ we called it.
There were three chemist shops in Harold’s Cross – McCaul’s
on the corner of Greenmount Avenue, Walsh’s nearly opposite
the church, and O’Dea’s at the major junction for Rathgar
Avenue. McCaul’s was the one we used the most, mainly for
sugar barley if we were sick. Its distinctive shopfront consisted
of large panes of glass surrounded by chromium-plated steel.
We loved the white weighing scales at the entrance. This was
an old-fashioned type where you stood up on a platform and
inserted a coin in a tiny slot above the face which stretched
five feet up from the platform. We managed to weigh four of
us for the price of one by easing the second person onto the
platform while the first person was easing him or herself off it,
and so on.
Anne’s shop, beside Paddy Walsh’s bicycle shop, was useful
for just two items as far as we were concerned – broken
biscuits, popular because they were very cheap. If they had no
broken biscuits, one had to buy a small packet containing
about five biscuits. However, the ice-cream wafers were the
biggest attraction, with a large one for 6d and a half for 3d.
These would last us forever, particularly the bigger one, as it
was nearly impossible to bite on it. Our mouths just weren’t
big enough, so we had to make do with licking it all the way
around. O’Hanlon’s further up the village was an alcoholic’s
paradise. We bypassed Deveney’s off-license right next door,
which was an emporium of colourful bottles of gin, brandy,
whiskey and vodka on out-of-reach shelves which could only
be accessed with a ladder. It was even better than a pub,
having a selection of every possible concoction from the far
ends of the earth.
As well as being a grocery shop. O’Hanlon’s was our frequent
destination as it sold ginger ale, which we had read about in
our Enid Blyton books. We were under the distinct impression
that because it had ‘ale’ on the label then it meant just that. So
much so that we felt obliged to sneak into this tiny
grocery-cum-sweet shop and mumble our requests for ginger
ale, with us looking really suspicious, gazing about us, ready to
be told they don’t serve underage drinkers. Having acquired
the contraband goods, we darted up the lanes nearby,
Fitzpatrick’s Cottages or Ryan’s Cottages, and swigged away
to our heart’s content. Having had our fill we naturally enough
belched, as is the required custom in most licensed premises.
If we also indulged in Russian slices, also known as Tipsy cake,
bought from The Pixie shop just over Emmet Bridge, then we
were in real trouble. This small square of sugar-saturated cake,
made from the bakery’s leftovers all squashed together, and
topped with a slab of pink icing, was, we believed, much more
potent than Christmas trifle. When we earned pocket money
from doing odd jobs, we bought the Tipsy cake and rushed up
to O’Hanlon’s for the ginger ale. What a mixture! Within fifteen
minutes we emerged from the surrounding lanes transformed
into the village drunks, barely able to find our way home.

Some of the factories in Harold’s Cross were very kind to us as
children. Bossenet’s had a jam factory at the bottom of St
Clare’s Avenue, around the corner from our house. All we had
to do here was collect jam jars, bring them in and – lo and
behold – we got free pots of jam in return.
However, it was the excitement surrounding the Tayto crisp
factory on Tivoli Avenue that really caught our imaginations.
This factory had been there for about ten years. Joe ‘Spud’
Murphy, from Thomas Street in the Liberties, had founded the
company. The name ‘Tayto’ had come about because his son,
as a very young child, was unable to pronounce ‘potato’ and
called it ‘tato’. So, by adding the letter ‘y’ Tayto was born in the
early 1950s in the Liberties. The opening of another factory in
Harold’s Cross was an indicator of its growing popularity. The
flavoursome variety of ‘cheese and onion’ was developed just
around the time certain small individuals in Harold’s Cross
tried to enhance the crisps’ flavour by dancing in their bare
feet in the barrels. Barrels of crisps were left outside the
factory entrance to cool down, or so we thought. We used to
creep up so the staff wouldn’t see us and then plunge our
grasping hands into a barrel. This kept us supplied with crisps
for years.
Of course, we didn’t limit ourselves to crisps, as we were within
strolling distance of a sweet factory, Clarnico Murray’s, where
we soon became well-known faces, always willing to help out.
This factory, known as St Pancras Works, had been on Mount
Tallant Avenue since the 1920s. Naturally enough, and as
expected, our kind offers were sometimes turned down, the
utter disappointment on our faces only being allayed with
bags of Iced Caramels,
Macaroons and Maple Brazils. After much persuasion (or
pestering) we did manage to run errands, getting the papers,
pints of milk, and packets of cigarettes or tea. Following this
coup, we acquired the status of being connoisseurs on Mint
Creams, Choc Mint Creams, Wine Gums and Liquorice All
Sorts.
This is an exclusive excerpt from PLAYING WITH SKULLS
– A DUBLIN CHILDHOOD first published by the Liffey
Press in 2017 with a second edition published by the Old
Dublin Press in 2018. Maurice’s latest books include
Dublin be Damned: Discovering a Heroic City, Surviving a
Hidden City (ODP: 2018); The Liberties (Currach Press:
2018) and The Little Book of Rathmines (History Press:
2018). Available from Amazon, Hanna’s and all good
bookshops.

THE DUBLIN CITY COUNCIL
COMMUNITY GRANT SCHEME
The Dublin City Council Community Grant
scheme is open for applications until 5pm
on Friday, October 26th - BY XPRESS REPORTER
These grants are specifically designed for supporting
small-scale community developments like setting up a
residents association, acquiring planter boxes, organising
street clean-ups, neighbourhood BBQs etc. Don’t be shy,
give it a try. To apply see:
www.dublincity.ie/2019-community-grant-scheme-now-open

AN BHFUIL GAEILGE AGAT?
le Eoin MacLochlainn

Tá sé éasca na síolta seo a cheannach ar an idirlíon nó na
plandaí andúchasacha a phiocadh suas i siopa
garraíodóireachta.
(Is dócha gur chuala tú faoin Chúirséad ollmhór a h-aimsíodh
i ngairdín tréigthe i Ghort na Fuiseoige le déanaí? – Deirtear
liom gur thug sé ceathrar fear agus tarracóir len é a tharraingt
amach as an talamh agus nach raibh cré ná créafóg fágtha sa
ghairdín ina ndiaidh – ach sin scéal eile).

Fadó, bhí go leor crainn úll ag fás i gCrois Araild.
Bhíodh úllghoirt ag gach teach mór agus, ar theacht
an Fhómhair, bhíodh úlla deasa milse ar fáil go
flúirseach sa cheantar.
Deirtear freisin go raibh gortanna silíní ann chomh maith ach
n’fheadar ar fhás mórán silíní sna laethanta sin. Ní dóigh liom
go raibh an aimsir maith go leor. Ach leis an athrú aeráide, tá
athrú mór ag teacht ar an saol agus anois i gCrois Araild, tá
daoine ag cur gach sórt sméara agus glasraí aisteacha ag fás.

‘Sé an scéal atá agam daoibh inniu ná scéal faoi caora finiúna!
Sea - tá fíonghort againn anseo i gCrois Araild. Roinnt blianta
ó shin thug cairde linn ón bhFrainc planda fíniúna dúinn agus
chuir muid é ag fás sa ghairdín. Bhuel, d’fhás sé agus d’fhás
sé agus dhreap sé na fallaí agus scaip sé amach go dtí gur
chlúdaigh sé an ghairdín ar fad. Agus tagann na mílte caora
fíniúna air gach bliain. Ní fhéadfainn a rá cé mhéad triopall a
bhíonn againn le piocadh anois. Bíonn na caora beag ach
bíonn blas iontach orthu.
Ag deireadh an Fhómhair bíonn sú fíniúna againn gach
maidin. Chuala muid go raibh fíonghort eile sa cheantar. Tá
muid ag smaoineamh anois ar fíonlann a thosú. Má tá eolas
ag aon duine faoi déantús fíona, cuir scéal isteach ag an
eagarthóir! Athrú aeráide: climate change Úllghort: orchard
Silíní: cherries Plandaí andúchasacha: exotic plants Cúirséad:
courgette Créafóg: earth Caora fíniúna: grapes Fíonghort:
vineyard Triopall: a bunch (of grapes) Fíonlann: winery

RESIDENTS CLEAN UP
AT AWARDS CEREMONY
City chiefs have honoured residents
associations around Harold’s Cross with
a clutch of awards recognising their
efforts to improve the neighbourhood.

Harold's Cross Resident’s Association, Kenilworth Park
Residents and Mount Argus Resident's Association all
scooped “special merits” at a recent ceremony at Dublin City
Council headquarters. They were all selected from the Team
Dublin Clean-Up Category of the 2018 South East Area City
Neighbourhood competition.
The honours were in recognition of their participation and
achievement in the annual city-wide neighbourhood
clean-up in April this year.
Also during the ceremony, The Friends of Green Spaces
Award 2018, was presented to Mount Drummond Court in
Harold's Cross. The same group was awarded special merit
certificates in the community garden, residential (1-150
dwellings ) and senior citizen complex categories.
St Clare’s Primary School were awarded a special merit in the
schools category.

RARE SIGHTING OF SASQUATCH
Local writer Amanda Bell is translating Sasquatch, well-known poet and playwright
Gabriel Rosenstock’s book-length poem about the extinction of the last Bigfoot.
In
her
version,
The
Loneliness of the Sasquatch,
which will be published this
winter, she creates a female
sasquatch. In the words
of poet Paddy Bushe, “an
unusual project has resulted
in a very accomplished
book.” Here, in an exclusive
for the Harold’s Xpress,
Amanda reveals the opening
lines of the epic poem along with an excerpt from an
interview with Gabriel.

‘The Loneliness of the Sasquatch’
last night

the first flower she plucked

a sasquatch drowned –

she held out like a gift –

none of her kind remain

but for whom?

to mourn her

•

•

stones on the shore

she gazes into still water

smoothed by wind and tide,

through her reflection,

honed by gull cries –

if only she knew it –

I too will lie here, she thinks,

yet she doesn’t see herself

become as they are

or think of what she is

•

the sasquatch

reclining

•

the sasquatch lets each day

watching a bird in flight –

repaint her mind –

in its wake she knows

different each time

she too will disappear,

•

just not how

her own desires

or when

the concepts of translation and transcreation mean to you?’

taught her how to read the stars –

or why

now they follow one another

Gabriel Rosenstock: ‘I don't differentiate at all between

•

•

when the colours

overwhelmed –

of earth and sky

everywhere she goes

are as one,

the fields and woods

sourced in the same pool of creative intelligence. I'd use the

she is invisible –

see and smell and hear her

term 'interpenetration', a concept you will be familiar with

free to roam

•

•

curious

through the window

she trails a cloud

she sees a seated thing,

for three days and three nights

becomes instinctual. Plodding reason comes back into play

watches him shake out

when it merges with a cloud bank

again when one dons the hat of an editor to check if any

a bird’s limp feathers,

she retraces her steps

breathe smoke,

perplexed

drink blood from a cup

•

•

version of a haiku by Buson - and translating the Irish back into

more flowers for me!

from half a mile away

but from whom? from whom?

English to reveal a new 'transcreation'. Translation is the most

the sasquatch can smell

no answer from the silent mountain

Amanda Bell: ‘As a writer who works across many languages
and cultures, and collaborates widely, can you tell me what do

creative

writing,

say

poetry,

and

the

translation,

or

transcreation, of a poem. I honestly believe that they are

from haiku. …When you translate every day, it becomes
automatic, almost, and the spontaneity of jazz takes over. It

revision is required. Back translation is interesting as well,
translating something into Irish - let's say an English-language

intimate form of reading imaginable and by 'absorbing' the
nutrients of the texts, you are strengthening and enriching
your own body of work and adding something to the warp
and weave of your own psyche.’

someone
pick up her scent
•
by the sea
she dreams of a companion,
a father for her children –

The Loneliness of the Sasquatch is due out from Alba
Publishing this winter. The book will be launched by Dr Lucy

wakes to bare rocks,
a barren reef

Collins, associate professor of English in UCD, in The Teachers
Club, 37 Parnell Square at 6.30pm on November 22, with music
from Tristan Rosenstock and friends. All welcome. It can be
ordered by emailing info@albapublishing.com.
Amanda Bell is also the author of Undercurrents, The Lost
Library Book, and First the Feathers, from which she read at
the Harold’s Cross Festival this year.
The book was shortlisted for the Shine Strong Award for best
first poetry collection, and a poem from it was shortlisted for
Listowel Writers Week Irish Poem of the Year 2017 in the Irish
Book Awards. Gabriel Rosenstock is a well-known writer in
Ireland who has written or translated 180 books of poetry, haiku
and fiction for adults and children. He is a member of Aosdána.

HISTORIC HOUSE LEFT DERELICT
Derelict Site notices have been placed on 146 Harold’s Cross
Road. This roofless, abandoned building is one of a terrace of
four two-storey houses in a historic strip between the
entrance to Gandon Close and the Hall of Lights, which once
housed the village’s yeomanry barracks in the 18th century.
The main building went on to become Harold’s Cross’s first
national school.
The Derelict Sites Act defines a derelict site as any land that
“detracts, or is likely to detract, to a material degree from the
amenity, character or appearance of land in the
neighbourhood”.

LARKFIELD WOMAN'S 1916 ROLE
REVISITED BY RELATIVE DAMIEN
DEMPSEY ON HIT TV SHOW
by Fionnuala Rockett

It may come as a surprise to some but there are several
houses on Larkfield Grove that are connected with
participants of the 1916 Easter Rising. Helena Molony lived
there, as did Thomas Devine and others.
But one house featured recently on RTE Television. If you
were watching ‘Who Do You Think You Are?’, you may have
spotted singer Damien Dempsey walking up Larkfield Grove.
The reason for this was that Damien’s ancestor Jennie
Shanahan had lived for a couple of years in number 71
Larkfield Grove. That was in the 1930s.
Jennie - Dempsey's great grandaunt - had played a
significant role in the 1916 Easter Rising, although, like many
women, she had difficulty getting her Military Pension
afterwards from the State. Jennie was born in 1897 and was
in the Irish Citizen Army in 1916. She looked young and when
the British Army came to City Hall they took her to be an
innocent bystander. She took advantage of their mistake and
told them that there were a large number of rebels on the
roof, thus delaying the taking of the building by the British.

She witnessed the killing of Abbey actor Seán Connolly in
Dublin Castle. After hearing of the execution of James
Connolly, Jennie and others placed a banner stating “James
Connolly Murdered, May 12th 1916” on Liberty Hall.
Afterwards she was arrested, along with many other women,
and sent to Ship Street for a week where they were treated
appallingly. From there she was sent to Richmond Barracks
and then to Kilmainham Gaol.
Jennie lived in Larkfield Grove until she died in 1936. At that
point she still had not been awarded a military pension. Her
friends continued to work for the pension on her behalf after
she had died because she had been caring for her ailing
father Michael Shanahan. Eventually he received her pension.
She is buried in Glasnevin Cemetery. It was good to see that
the women who took part were acknowledged in the 2016
Commemorations - long overdue in my opinion.
Dempsey was so inspired by the activities of his great
grandaunt during the Easter Rising, he wrote a song about
her, called Aunt Jennie.

AKRAM TAMI, THE TURKISH BARBER
By Andrea Palmentiero

Akram Tami owns and runs the popular,
Turkish Barbers in Harold’s Cross.
Although trading as Turkish, Tami is
originally from Damascus, Syria where he
lived for most of his life. Tami’s parents
and a few other relatives are still living in
Syria, but sadly he lost his brother-in-law
due to ongoing conflict disrupting the
country.
In 2009 Tami came to Ireland to be with his
wife who is Irish, and today they live together
in Lucan. Tami chose the Harold’s Cross area to
start his business because he wanted to work
somewhere that was close to the city, but not
directly city centre.
Despite being Syrian, Tami decided to keep the Turkish
Barber’s name from the previous owner, because Turkish
style haircuts are popular within the male clientele of Ireland.
He said, “I kept the name to draw customers in initially,
because I only need customers to come in one time. After
that, if they leave happy, they come back and I have a
customer for life.”
When cutting clients’ hair, Tami uses both scissors and
clippers, which differs from the Syrian way of only scissors,
because it is more favorable among clients in Ireland.

Another service Tami provides that is popular amongst his
clientele, is the Hot Towel Shave which comes from Turkish
practice. The Hot Towel Shave consists of a steamed towel
placed over a client’s face for three to four minutes and then
removed for the first cut. After that, the steamed towel is
placed back on the face for another three to four minutes,
and then removed for the second cut. This relaxing process is
repeated for a half an hour, until the client is properly shaved
and satisfied with the results.
Tami has been in business in Harold’s Cross for nearly a year
now, and loves the area and the friendly community.

DEMOLITION WOULD
BE ‘TRAGEDY’

by Frank McDonald

Award-winning author, journalist and former Irish Times
environment editor Frank McDonald literally wrote the
book on the Destruction of Dublin, a ground-breaking
study which inspired a revolt against politicians,
planners and engineers ruining the capital’s built
heritage. Formerly of Casimir Road in Harold’s Cross,
here he writes exclusively for the Xpress on why it would
be a “tragedy” to destroy the historic streetscape of the
Lower Kimmage Road.
Compared to young people today who find it impossible to
buy a home of their own, I count myself as having been very
fortunate to purchase a house in Harold's Cross when I was
25. It was a grand Edwardian end-of-terrace four-bedroom
house on Casimir Road, the first turn off Lower Kimmage
Road, just two miles from College Green.
I also managed to get it for only £12,500 – a whole £1,500
less than the asking price – on account of dry rot and rising
damp, and spent nearly 20 years living there quite happily,
until we decided that we would move into the city centre -to a three-bedroom duplex penthouse in a renovated
mid-19th century warehouse in Temple Bar.
Casimir Road was also changing. The little old ladies were
dying off, houses that had been in flats were reverting to
family homes and younger couples with kids and big cars
were moving in. ‘Hearse, skip and Volvo, in that order,’ was
how my partner summed it up. The road was clogged with
cars and there were rows over parking spaces.

As I've recalled in my latest book, Truly Frank: A Dublin
Memoir, this didn’t affect us, since we never had a car and
pretty much cycled everywhere, at a time when few did. But
my investment in Harold’s Cross paid off as the house on
Casimir Road had appreciated in value, selling for €125,000
in March 1995 - or about eight times what I paid for it in 1975.
It was in the diningroom of No.6 Casimir Road in 1985 that I
wrote my first book, The Destruction of Dublin, first in
long-hand and then on a rented IBM ‘golfball’ typewriter,
working from files I had accumulated in two orange boxes. So
that house had a special significance for me as a (then) angry
young man trying to tell the story of how the city was being
ripped apart by road engineers and property speculators.
What appeals to people about the area is not merely its
proximity to the city centre, but also the pervasive Edwardian
ambience of Lower Kimmage Road and the residential
streets that it serves. Front gardens are relatively small, but
important, and it would be a tragedy if those on the main
road were to be foreshortened to make room for bus lanes.
It is incumbent on the National Transport Authority to find
solutions to Dublin's public transport problems that don't
involve sacrificing integral features of the city and its inner
suburbs. That's why I would favour minimal intervention that
would preserve as much as possible of this classic Edwardian
legacy from the first decade of the 20th century.

DON’T MISS OUR

TREE LIGHTING 2018

Saturday November 24th
at 5pm

Sunday, December 2ND
The 2018 Annual Light up a Life
event takes place at Our Lady’s
Hospice on the Harold’s Cross
Road at 4pm.

with

the Lord Mayor | Cuddles the Polar Bear
The Snow Queen | Festive Choirs
& Singalong with the Dublin City Rounders

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY

Mount Argus Youth Group are hosting a fund-raising
table quiz in McGowan’s Pub, on Friday, October 26th

DEVELOPER TO BRING “BACK TO
LIFE” DERELICT VILLAGE LANDMARK

By Xpress Reporter

One of the village’s most historic buildings is to be restored as a residential complex just two years after it
was declared derelict.
Project Manager Kevin Daly, who works for the company that
last month bought the former Quaker orphanage at 201
Harold's Cross Road – next to Centra - said he was looking
forward to seeing residents living in it within three years.
“We want to bring this building back to life and restore it,
which I think is what everyone wants,” he told the Xpress.
“We need to preserve what is in the building and it has to be
sympathetic. It will be residential and we are hoping to make
it is a high-end as possible.”
Squatters have been occupying the protected building over
recent years, while its continuing decay raised concerns for
both the safety of squatters themselves and passers-by.
The large three-storey red brick house, added to Dublin City
Council’s Derelict Sites Register in 2016, dates back to 1750. It
was the birthplace of the 19th century Quaker anti-slavery
campaigner and philanthropist Richard Allen. It later became
an orphanage for girls but was most recently Healy’s grocery
shop.
Daly, a civil engineer, said the protected structure comes with
many challenges but he was passionate about “bringing the
old building back to life. It is very sad to see it lying empty.
The idea of bringing it back to life, the idea that residents can
live in it and enjoy, close to town, close to all the great
amenities of Harold’s Cross - it has an awful lot going for it,”
he said.
“The location is fantastic. The building, it is beautiful and I
think it will be a lovely development.”
A conservation architect hired for the
project is in talks with Dublin City Council as
the planning stage begins. There were at
one stage around eight bedsits in the
building,
but
Daly
believes
the
development, which will maintain the front
facade while adapting the inside of the
building for modern-day living, will have less
than this number of apartments.

TRACK BLAZE
SPARKS WARNING
Residents have been urged to be vigilant
over anti-social behaviour at the former
greyhound track after a blaze at one of the
buildings on the site.
Three fire engines were called to the scene
on October 3rd after emergency services
received five separate calls about smoke
billowing from the site. Emergency
services were on the scene for almost an
hour and half before declaring it safe.

“I think that is always a lovely combination - the character of
the existing historic building, combined with the
contemporary,” he said. “People want to live in contemporary
spaces, they don’t want to lives in spaces that are dark, cold
or damp - they want to live in bright, warm open spaces.
“That is the challenge, to combine those two. If we succeed,
then the community will see that it brings back life to that
area, but it will take a lot of work and investment.”
So, what possesses a developer to take on a protected
building with so many restrictions and challenges? “Everyone
has their niche,” he laughs. “It is something we have done
before.”
After years working as a development consultant in
California, Daly came back to Ireland with a dream of
“making a salary” out of regenerating derelict buildings. His
criteria for selection is unorthodox. “If pigeons are living in it,
then we’ll take it on. This building certainly qualifies.” During
the late 1990s and early 2000s he restored a number of four
and five storey buildings - protected structures, some period,
some not - in Amien Steet, Capel Street and Lombard Street
in the inner city. But when the property boom turned to bust
he turned his attentions to renewable energy, spending the
last decade working with a wind farm company. His latest
challenge is a return to his burning passion.
“It is nice to do something that hopefully pays you a salary
and hopefully does some good for society. I enjoy it,” he said.

GROWING with Eileen Nolan
Bloom multi-award winning garden designer Eileen Nolan - head gardener at Our Lady's Hospice in
Harold's Cross - welcomes a season of spectacular colours and shows how to turn those fallen leaves into
feed for the flowers.

Autumn was quick on our heels after a long hot summer of
drought for gardens. Particularly for anyone who had planted
new shrubs and trees, some of which came under a lot of stress,
with some fatalities. Mature trees were also affected. Some even
showing signs of wilt and roots which, as a result of drought
conditions, may cause unstable trees this winter if we experience
high winds. Keep a close eye on all mature trees this winter.
The garden in the autumn can sometimes take on a whole new look.
Spectacular leaf colour, for instance, can be seen at the new palliative care
entrance to the Hospice, where we have planted Hydrangea paniculata
‘Limelight’. Its mid-summer florets turn pale lime green, later turning white,
then turning slightly pink and deepening to a more pink green mix as the
autumn arrives. This is a great plant and has flowered for nearly three
months. Even as the florets die off heading into the winter, it takes on a
different look again. We leave the flower heads on Hydrangeas over the
winter as it gives an added protection against heavy frost.
A well maintained lawn should have recovered well with the onset of autumn
rain. However if a lawn is not well maintained or has suffered badly from our
dry summer, lawn grasses may have become weak and deteriorated. Look for
bare patches and weeds and moss beginning to establish. In this case,
scarifying the affected areas and reseeding before the winter sets in is a good
idea.
Dealing with fallen leaves is synonymous with this time of year. Leaves left on
grass can lead to bare patches underneath. Paths and driveways can become
very slippy as a result and gullies can very quickly become clogged, causing
flooding and other problems. But it is not all bad news - leaf litter is a great
source of organic matter. If left where they lie for example at the back of a
border, in an orchard or a woodland area, or if collected, it can be made into
leaf mould. Leaf litter enriches the soil as it breaks down. Smaller leaves break
down quicker such as oak, beech and birch. Larger leaves like Horse chestnuts
and maple take a bit longer, therefore if they can be shredded first ( try
running the lawnmower over them) then they will decay faster. Pine needles
will take a little longer to rot. Holly leaves are not good for leaf mould.
The easiest way to make leaf mould is to collect leaves into a bin bag, loosely tie the top and pierce holes in the sides. The leaves
need to be moist and then, if you have space, store them away for 12-18 months, during which time the leaves will break down. For
the process of leaf collection there are various types and sizes of plastic and metal rakes available now for removing leaves off grass,
pathways or flower beds. Lawnmowers are great for tidying up leaves from the grass. Once you have removed the main bulk, the
grass box of shredded leaves can then be emptied into a compost heap, or bagged for compost. Leaf blowers are also available in
various different makes and do help with leaf collection. The natural place to apply leaf mould is around trees, shrubs and woodland
areas. It can help to break down heavy clay soils and increase worm and microorganism activity.

JOBS TO DO IN THE AUTUMN
• Plant spring bulbs
• Clear out summer containers and hanging baskets and plant up
with spring bedding plants such as winter pansies, polyanthus,
ornamental cabbage and wallflowers
• Cut roses back half way in November to prevent wind rock over
the winter

• Cut back herbaceous perennials and tidy up bordersSow sweet
peas if you want large early plants
• Place grease bands on trunks of fruit trees to prevent from
winter moth damage in spring.
• Spread autumn fertilizer on lawns
• Plant out spring cabbage

If you have a gardening question you would like to ask Eileen, email us at xpress@haroldscross.org

VILLAGERS PROMISED ‘CAINT AGUS
CRAIC’ AT FIRST EVER POP-UP
GAELTACHT IN HAROLD'S CROSS

A pop-up Gaeltacht is coming to Harold's Cross - and villagers with any level of the language are being
urged to come along.
“Even if you are a complete beginner, if you only have a cupla

A few phrases to get you over your first night:

focail, come and join us at Peggy Kelly's on October 24th,”

Frásaí Úsáideacha / Useful Phrases

says co-organiser Peadar Carty. “This is just about having
somewhere to go in Harold's Cross for a pint, where you can
speak in Irish, or simply listen in to others and pick up a few
words as you go. It is all about a really relaxed, no-pressure
night out, meeting people from the village who would like to
speak more of the language."
The get-together is based on the original pop-up Gaeltacht
started two years ago by Peadar Ó Caomhánaigh and Osgur Ó
Ciardha. The pair wanted to move away from the more
pressurised “conversation circle” concept and to reach out to
Irish speakers who lacked the confidence to attend more
formal groups or who had no Irish speaking friends in the city.
Their format has taken off hugely. Monthly gatherings attracts
hundreds and pop-ups have now spread countrywide and
beyond, as far as New York and Japan.
“There are loads of people in Harold’s Cross who have Irish some are fluent, some have a few words buried inside them
somewhere,” says Peadar. “Many would love the opportunity
to speak it more or to learn more. This is about giving an
opportunity for us to do that in a no-pressure, easy going way.
And it will be good craic and you’ll meet people.”
The inaugural Crois Araild Gaeltacht pop-up takes place at
Peggy Kelly’s at 9pm on Wednesday, October 24th.

Dia duit
Hello
Conas atá tú?
How’s it going?
Pionta Guinness, le do thoil
A pint of Guinness, please
Cé mhéad?!
How much?!
Aon scéal?
‘Story?
An dtagann tú anseo go minic?
Do you come here often?
An dtig liom d’uimhir a fháil?
Can I have your number?
An mbeidh ceann eile agat?
Will you have another?
Beoir cheirde saor ó ghlúten, le do thoil
Gluten-free craft beer, please
Aon plean agat don deireadh seachtaine?
Any plans for the weekend?

CHOCOLATE CHESTNUT CUPCAKES

a recipe from Barbara Ross

Autumn is finally here. There’s a slight chill to the air, the leaves are
beginning to change and the sound of children’s laughter floats in the
air over Harold’s Cross Park as they play with conkers.
The warm tones bring a feeling of cosiness and general comfort that
can only be gotten through the autumn months. From trendy
pumpkin spice lattes to the traditional (and now socially acceptable
for this time of year) hot chocolate, there are certain things that
scream autumn.
Conkers - or chestnuts as they are more commonly known - being one of those things.
It may have been a while since some Harold’s Cross residents played with conkers but
that isn’t the only way to enjoy chestnuts. The chestnut used to be the main starch
texture to potatoes, with a sweet nutty flavour.

Ingredients

Edible chestnuts grow on trees with long oval leaves that are yellow in autumn. They

435g chestnut puree (tinned is perfect)

often hang in pairs, threes or in clusters and have a spiny case that is called a burr. The

6 eggs

spines are long and fine and an important distinction from the conkers we tend to use

175g golden caster sugar

for the classic game. When removed from the shell an edible chestnut will have a shiny

200g ground almonds

brown colour, a flat bottom and a point on the top.

1tsp baking powder

staple in Europe until the potato was introduced. When boiled, chestnuts have a similar

What is the best use for this hipster ingredient? Well, chestnuts go great with chocolate
- doesn’t everything - and these easy cupcakes are the perfect autumn treat.

Topping:

Method

200g dark choclate

Line one and a half muffin trays with 18 muffin cases. Heat the oven to 180C/Gas 4.

400ml double cream

generous knob of butter

Tip the chestnut puree into a large bowl and mash with a fork. Whisk the eggs and
sugar with an electric hand whisk until pale and frothy.

chocolate curls
icing sugar and cocoa, for dusting

Fold half the egg mixture into the chestnut mixture to lighten it, then fold in the
almonds and baking powder. Gently fold in the rest of the egg, then drop the batter into
the muffin cases. Bake for 25-30 mins until firm. Cool. You can freeze the cupcakes before decorating - for up to six weeks.
To make the chocolate topping, gently melt the chocolate, butter and cream together
in a small pan. Pour into a bowl and leave to cool. Beat well to thicken the mixture then
swirl generously onto the cupcakes and pile with chocolate curls. They will keep in the
fridge for four days. Dust half with icing sugar and the other with cocoa before serving.
The final and most important step is to enjoy these cupcakes as you curl up with a good
book and enjoy the shorter evenings almost guilt free.

LEAF CLEARING INITIATIVES
WITH DUBLIN CITY COUNCIL
Did you know that Dublin City Council collects hundreds of
tonnes of fallen leaves from the City Streets each Autumn?
Main thoroughfares and arterial
routes into the city are cleared on an
ongoing basis during this time.
In residential areas where it is not
possible to provide the same frequency
of service many residents groups,
associations
and
individuals
get
involved in helping to manage their own
areas by carrying out leaf clearing
initiatives.

Dublin City Council provides bags and
equipment to these groups and
removes all of the collected bagged
leaves free of charge.
To arrange to get involved and obtain
this equipment simply contact your
local area office:

South East Area Tel: 01 222 3934
email: southeast@dublincity.ie

CINEMA SITE’S NEW
ROLE
The former Classic Cinema site is
being touted as ripe for a “top-class
apartment” development.
Property agents Knight Frank is preparing
to a launch a sales campaign for the 1.25
acre grounds on the Harold’s Cross Road.
It is expected to be guiding in excess of
€6 million, with zoning on the site
currently allowing for mixed facilities,
including
residential,
hotel
and
neighbourhood shopping.
A feasibility study by architects O’Mahony
Pike
suggests
the
site
could
accommodate a residential scheme
extending to 76 apartments as well as
retail space, according to a report in the
Irish Times.

zone

Kids
Word Search

Help Wendy the witch get to her
broomstick for Halloween night

Funny Corner

Find the 44 Ghoulish words
in the wordsearch below

Batwings

Frogeyes

Lizardfeet

Skeleton

Blackcat

Ghosts

Moans

Spider

Bones

Ghoul

Monster

Spirits

Broom

Goblins

Moon

Spooky

Caldron

Grave

Mummy

Tombstone

Coffin

Groans

Night

Trickortreat

Costumes

Halloween

Owl

Vampire

Creepy

Haunted

Potions

Webs

Crypt

Hoot

Pumpkin

Werewolf

Dracula

Howl

Scary

Witch

Frighten

Jackolantern

Screech

Zombie

(Also find the extra bonus word - Clue: Somewhere local)

What kind of key does a ghost use to
unlock his room?
A spoo-key

Why are skeletons so calm?

Because nothing gets under their skin
What do mummies like listening to on Halloween?
Wrap music

What are a ghost’s favorite rides at the fair?
The scary-go-round and rollerghoster!

When is it bad luck to be followed by a black cat?
When you’re a mouse

Two monsters went to a Halloween party.
Suddenly one said to the other, "A lady just
rolled her eyes at me. What should I do?"
The other monster replied, "Be a
gentleman and roll them back to her."
What’s a vampire's favorite fast food?
A guy with very high blood pressure...

Why do ghosts shiver and moan?
It’s drafty under that sheet

Thank goodness for Halloween, all of a sudden,
cobwebs in my house are decorations!
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